
C H A P T E R SIX

Liberalism's Family Values

Women represent the interests of the family and of sexual life.
The work of civilization has become increasingly the business
of men, it confronts them with ever more difficult tasks and
compels them to carry out instinctual sublimations of which
women are little capable. . . . Thus the woman finds herself
forced into the background by the claims of civilization and
she adopts a hostile attitude toward it.

—Sigmund Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents

The family, as person, has its real external existence in
property; and it is only when this property takes the form of
capital that it becomes the embodiment of the substantial
personality of the family. . . .

The family as a legal entity . . . must be represented by the
husband as its head. Further, it is his prerogative to go out
and work for its living, to attend to its needs, and to control
and administer its capital.

—G. W. F. Hegel, Philosophy of Right

The bourgeoisie has torn away from the family its sentimental
veil. . . . —Karl Marx, Manifesto of the Communist Party

A T THE CLOSE of The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, Max
Weber unsettles his account with the reflection that capitalism no longer
requires the religious asceticism he painstakingly established as indis-
pensable to its formation:

The Puritan wanted to work in a calling; we are forced to do so. . . . To-day
the spirit of religious asceticism . . . has escaped from the cage. But victorious
capitalism, since it rests on mechanical foundations, needs its support no
longer. The rosy blush of its laughing heir, the Enlightenment, seems also to
be irretrievably fading, and the idea of duty in one's calling prowls about in
our lives like the ghost of dead religious beliefs.1

1 The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, trans. T. Parsons (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1958), pp. 181-82.
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136 Chapter 6

On one reading, Weber has characteristically subverted the strength of
his endeavor. Marking its anachronistic quality, he casts it—like the fig-
ure of the true politician in "Politics as a Vocation"—as something of an
impotent crie de coeur against the force of rationalization that increasingly
orders everything: culture, capitalism, politics. Yet Weber's discernment
of capitalism's Protestant roots and character lingers in another register,
one not captured by a historiography of causality and a sociology of
functional equivalents, which Weber thus cannot himself fully articulate
analytically, even as he alludes to it poetically—"prowls about in our
lives like the ghost. . . ." If capitalism no longer requires the Protestant
ethic, if it now "rests upon mechanical foundations" and therefore ap-
pears equally compatible with Chinese post-Confucian post-Maoism and
Iranian Islamic fundamentalism, it nonetheless reproduces certain Protes-
tant cultural expressions and figures. In this way, its Protestant "origins"
live somewhere in a cultural—as opposed to a substantively economic—
modality that capitalism is and generates.

In The Sexual Contract, Carole Pateman argues that the sexual subor-
dination of women in marriage is both required by and an effect of the
social contract ostensibly generative of liberal political orders. Insisting
that the social contract to make civil society and the state cannot come into
being without a sexual contract that subordinates women in marriage, she
also insists that the sexual contract is where patriarchalism lives in the
political and legal order ordinarily understood as its supersession. While
Locke's response to Filmer is conventionally regarded as a critique of
patriarchalism (the divine right of fathers and kings), Pateman reads it
otherwise—as the reorganization rather than the abolition of patriarchy.
Locke's critique of Filmer, she reminds us, depended upon separating
political right from paternal right such that "masculine right over women
is declared non-political" but is not thereby transcended.2

To the contrary, Pateman and many other feminist theorists have ar-
gued, the liberal formulation of free and equal men in civil society re-
quired that patriarchalism be relocated from the political to the private
domain. In this relocation, both the conceptual continuity and the ho-
mology Filmer ascribed to the relation between the political and the fa-
milial suffered permanent rupture: "paternal power" is now sharply
differentiated from "political society."3 Where the family had been con-
ceived by Filmer (and by Hobbes) as a miniature of the state, "a little
monarchy," its character is reformulated in liberalism as opposite to that
of the state. Where the civil subject was understood by Filmer to reiterate

2 Pateman, The Sexual Contract (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1988), p. 90.
3 "Paternal power" and "political society" constitute two successive chapters in Locke's

Second Treatise on Government, and operationalize his critique (in the First Treatise) of
Filmer's collapse of them.
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Liberalism's Family Values 137

the familial and religious subject, liberalism reformulates them as com-
plementary such that the civil and familial domains do not constitute a
single identity unified within a single subject but produce instead a di-
vided, "naturally" alienated one. This splitting of the subject and stark
differentiation between family and civil society is linked, of course, to the
growing chasm between the household and society occasioned by the
shrinking productive function of the household, the steady removal of
production and exchange to the distinctly bounded realm of the
economy.

Pateman makes a compelling case for conjugal right as the basis for
father right, and the sexual contract as the basis for the social contract.
However, Pateman does not query whether or on what level contemporary
liberalism requires a social contract. She thus elides the question of the
relation between the tales of social contract spun by Hobbes, Filmer,
Locke, Pufendorf, and Rousseau and the contemporary basis of legit-
imacy and citizenship in liberal regimes. Put differently, Pateman, like
Weber, elegantly crafts the historical case; unlike Weber, she does not
adequately inquire into the nature of the legacy of this history, the nature
of its bearing on a time in which both liberalism and women's subordina-
tion may well be sustained without contract. Instead, Pateman unconvin-
cingly asserts this legacy in her accounts of contemporary sexist practices
in the wage economy and in the household.4 The assertion is unconvinc-
ing because while such practices certainly abound, they are neither ubiq-
uitous nor systematic—they do not appear inherent within liberal orders.
The assertion is also unconvincing because it eclipses the experience of
women who function outside the heterosexual division of labor: her ar-
gument cannot account for the existence, let alone the occasional pros-
perity, of lesbians, single women, or single mothers in a liberal order. In
short, since Pateman locates the mechanism of women's subordination
(as well as that of workers) in contract as such, it is contract toward
which she directs the full force of her feminist anger and critique. In
Marx's terms, Pateman would thus appear to be "criticizing a fetish."
Or, to sustain the comparison with which we began, the oddness of her
move becomes apparent when we imagine railing against Protestantism
as a contemporary force of capitalist exploitation and alienation.

As women are no longer required to enter a sexual contract—
subordination in marriage—for survival or social recognition (although
these both continue to be enhanced by heterosexual marriage), liberal
political orders no longer need refer to an imaginary social contract for
their legitimacy. While contractarian discourse once demarcated the le-
gitimacy of a liberal capitalist order vis-a-vis a feudal monarchical one,

4 See Sexual Contract, chap. 5.
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138 Chapter 6

while the formally "free" and "voluntary" characteristics of contract
served to anoint and naturalize the "freedom" of both the wage laborer
and the citizen of representative government, no longer are monarchs,
feudalism, or slavery that against which liberalism arrays itself for defini-
tion. If, in previous centuries, contractarian language was required for
justifying revolutions, political foundings, and arguments for extensions
of the franchise, the language of contract no longer seems essential for
these functions. If this language also operated to legitimate, even inspire,
colonial and imperial domination by articulating the superiority of Euro-
Atlantic political cultures over those subjugated by them, that legitima-
tion is now achieved through the "self-evident" superiority of rights dis-
course and constitutional government to all other modalities of political
order and disorder. Legitimation is procured, at least provisionally,
through the absence of viable alternatives. Not the autonomy of the orig-
inally willing subject—to which even most contemporary liberal theo-
rists do not subscribe—but the patent unhappiness of the former Soviet
or Somali subject is tendered as proof (enough) of the supremacy of lib-
eral regimes. As liberalism has become one with modernity, rather than a
position within it, liberal discourse becomes so naturalized that it no
longer depends upon the mythologies and legal fictions generated by
origin stories attendant upon a regime at odds with its predecessor (feu-
dal monarchy) or with its ideological "opposite" (communism). Indeed,
it is no small irony that in the epoch of rampant ontological deground-
ing, the forthrightly conventional order of liberalism achieves the status
of "nature"—as that to which "human nature" always defaults—and is
protected from interrogation precisely through those quotation marks.

If not literally or causally, then, how might the "sexual contract" as
predicate, corollary, and effect of the liberal social contract inhabit the
contemporary terms of liberal discourse? Where does the legacy of
women's subordination through the sexual contract live within liberal-
ism when both social and sexual contract fade as constitutive factors and
legitimating forces of liberal orders? In what follows, I shall argue that
the legacy of gender subordination Pateman identifies as historically in-
stalled in the sexual-social contract is to be found not in contemporary
contract relations but in the terms of liberal discourse that configure and
organize liberal jurisprudence, public policy, and popular consciousness.
This contention does not so much quarrel with Pateman's claims about
history as require that we think differently about the particular ways the
history she delineates bears on the present. In rerouting her historical
work in the direction of genealogy, the aim is to deliteralize and de-
materialize contract in order to examine the operations of a discourse
premised on a sexual contract even while its perpetuation as a gendered
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Liberalism's Family Values 139

discourse does not depend on that contract nor the naturalized sexual
division of labor on which such a contract was premised.

While the ideological naturalization of the family achieved by liberal-
ism's "hidden" sexual contract appears to be falling asunder in the late
modern epoch (hence the hyperbolic assertion of "family values" in-
tended to mark feminism and homosexuality as unnatural and them-
selves a sign of the unraveling of a sound moral-political order), the
status of the liberal civil subject has never been more secure. This reminds
us that while the familial and civil dimensions of liberalism's split subject
are interconstitutive and their histories are correlated, these histories are
not identical, nor even fully deducible from one another. (Capitalism
conditions the production of the familial order but does not exhaust the
discourses constitutive of it.) Thus, even as the familial subject natu-
ralized by the classical liberals is patently in crisis today, the possessive
individualism of the liberal civil subject is being affirmed from Beijing to
Budapest. And insofar as Pateman's account of the structurally inherent
quality of women's subordination in liberalism depends upon the express
sexual subordination of women, what it cannot explain or even articulate
is the masculinism of liberal discourse that supersedes such express sub-
ordination, that is contained in the masculinism of the civil subject cut
loose from the family, that constructs and positions women and men in
socially male terms in civil society and the state absent a sexual contract
involving the family.

Pateman, of course, is only one of many feminist theorists who have
worked to articulate the gendered character of liberal political theory and
institutions. Susan Moller Okin has criticized liberal theorists' failure to
recognize the mutually reinforcing subordination of women in the
spheres of family and economy and their concomitant failure to extend
their interest in democratizing public institutions to democratizing the
family, childrearing, and housework.5 Lorenne Clark and Lynda Lange,
following C. B. MacPherson's critique of classical liberalism's bourgeois
premises, have examined the ways in which assumptions about repro-
ductive work and especially its (presumed negative) bearing on ratio-
nality undergird classical liberal theories of membership.6 Linda
Nicholson argues that liberal theory naturalizes a particular version of the
family and reifies a distinctly modern and ideological division between
family, civil society, and state.7 Valerie Hartouni reveals the gender of

5 Justice, Gender, and the Family (New York: Basic Books, 1989).
6 The Sexism of Social and Political Theory, ed. Lorenne Clark and Lynda Lange (Toronto:

University of Toronto Press, 1979).
7 Gender and History: The Limits of Social Theory in the Age of the Family (New York:

Columbia University Press, 1986).
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140 Chapter 6

liberal personhood in the discourses of contemporary debate about abor-
tion and other reproductive technologies.8 Essays in Carole Pateman and
Elizabeth Grosz's volume on feminist interventions in social and political
theory link liberal conceptions of equality, political rationality, desire,
and consent to the political exclusion and social subordination of
women.9 Nancy Hirschman exposes liberal theories of obligation as gen-
dered; Joan Tronto criticizes liberalism for privatizing and feminizing the
virtue of caring; Nancy Hartsock allies liberalism's abstract formulations
with "abstract masculinity."10 And Catharine MacKinnon has sought to
establish the masculinist character of the ideological aperspectivalism of
the liberal state, as well as the fundamental contradiction between liberal
formulations of equality as sameness and gender as difference.11 If, as
MacKinnon argues, liberal equality is premised upon sameness, yet sex
always connotes difference, then liberal equality itself is gendered insofar
as it turns on a standard that both denies and precludes the possibility of
women's equality with men. Moreover, this is the gendering that liberal
discourse obscures every time it deploys gender-neutral language; hence
MacKinnon's insistence that the state is most gender biased where it is
most gender blind.

Consider, in this regard, the analysis of abortion proffered by liberal
legal and political theorist Bruce Ackerman, an analysis that does not
once mention gender, women, or the constitution of gender through
regimes of sexuality and reproductive work:

I can think of four reasons a person may wish to abort a fetus; two are plainly
legitimate; one, illegitimate, one, troubling.

[1] The first rationale proceeds from the fact that we do not possess a perfect
technology of justice that guarantees the right of contraception. As a result,
unwanted embryos are conceived; [2] more subtly, but no less wrongly, em-
bryos are conceived before the parents have had time to decide whether they
really want to be parents. . . .

[3] Suppose, however, that . . . the parents . . . want to abort the particular

8 "Containing Women," in Technocultures, ed. Andrew Ross and Constance Penley
(New York: Routledge, 1992), and "Brave New World in the Discourses of Reproductive
and Genetic Technologies," in In the Nature of Things: Language, Politics, and the Environment,
ed. Jane Bennett and William Chaloupka (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
1993).

9 Feminist Challenges: Social and Political Theory, ed. Carole Pateman and Elizabeth Grosz
(Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1986).

10 Hirschman, Rethinking Obligation (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1992); Tronto,
Moral Boundaries (New York: Routledge, 1993); Hartsock, Money, Sex, and Power: Toward a
Feminist Historical Materialism (New York: Longman, 1983).

11 Toward a Feminist Theory of the State (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1989).
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Liberalism's Family Values 141

child on the basis of genetic information provided by their doctors. Are "thera-
peutic" abortions always legitimate?

[4] This leaves a final, terrible case. Suppose a couple simply enjoy abortions
so much that they conceive embryos simply to kill them a few months later.
Cannot the state intervene to stop such brutality?12

Striking in Ackerman's analysis is not only the bizarre, improbable char-
acter of the final case but its grammar: "Suppose a couple simply enjoy
abortions so much that they conceive embryos simply to kill them" sup-
presses the fact that it is women who have abortions, that conception and
abortions occur at the site of women's bodies, and that this site is the
effect of the very social powers (of women's subordination) making
abortion a political issue in the first place. In this suppression, of course,
male anxieties about women's control over fetal life (life with which we
may presume at least some men intensely identify) are also obscured. In
short, the "gender neutrality" of Ackerman's language reinscribes and
renaturalizes—by rendering invisible—both the gender subordination
enacted in women's lack of control over the terms and conditions of
sexuality and reproduction and the distinctive masculinist psychic stakes
in the abortion dilemma. The project of this chapter is in part to discern
what makes a formulation such as Ackerman's possible in our time: Why
and how do the terms of liberal discourse promulgate such abundant
confusion about gender, gender neutrality, and gender justice? How does
a liberal discourse of generic personhood reinscribe rather than emanci-
pate us from male dominance? Where does male dominance live in the
very terms of liberal discourse?

Liberalism is a nonsystematic and porous doctrine subject to historical
change and local variation. However, insofar as liberalism takes its defi-
nitional shape from an ensemble of relatively abstract ontological and
political claims, it is also possible to speak of liberalism in a generic fash-
ion, unnuanced by time or cultural inflection. Indeed, my argument tran-
spires at a level of historical and intellectual generalization with which no
single liberal culture or epoch, and no single liberal thinker, could be
aligned. It proceeds without distinguishing among the liberalisms of
Locke, Tocqueville, Bentham, Constant, or Rawls, between liberalism
in France or in the United States, or between liberal political claims in
1848 and 1988. Rather, taking a leaf from liberal thinking itself to theor-

12 Social Justice in the Liberal State (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1980), pp. 127-
28.
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142 Chapter 6

ize about politics in a mythological and ahistorical space and time, the
argument proceeds by assuming liberalism to be a contemporary cultural
text we inhabit, a discourse whose terms are "ordinary" to a very con-
temporary "us."

Liberalism will appear here as both a set of stories and a set of prac-
tices, as ideology and as discourse, as an obfuscating narrative about a
particular social order as well as a narrative constitutive of this social order
and its subjects. These two apparently antagonistic formulations—the
former associated with a Marxist theory of ideology and the latter with
Foucault's critical replacement of that theory with the notion of
discourse—are both important to apprehending the operation of gender
in liberalism.13

I want to argue, first, that liberalism is premised on and perpetuates a
sexual division of labor, the actual powers of which are obscured by the
terms of liberal discourse. Yet I also want to argue that liberal discourse
produces subjects without regard to their "social positioning" by other
discourses of gender, class, and race. In this regard, liberalism both pro-
duces and positions gendered subjects whose production and positioning
it disavows through naturalization (an ideological moment) and produces
abstract, genderless, colorless sovereign subjects (a more discursive mo-
ment), whose sovereignty and abstract equality contend uneasily with
the discourses marking relative will-lessness and inferiority according to
socially marked attributes. Thus while acknowledging that discourses
other than those of the liberalism are constitutive of the subject
"women," including those conscious and unconscious discourses of gen-

13 To my knowledge, no one has yet satisfactorily articulated a relationship between
discourse and ideology as terms of critical theory, and a footnote is certainly not the place
for such an articulation. However, a few notes in this direction may be appropriate.

What does each term "do" that implicates or requires the other? In Foucault's formulation
of power in and as a regime of truth, the ideological element of discourse appears not in
opposition to materiality but in relation to the effects of power that it naturalizes or ontolo-
gizes. Thus, the discursive production of the subject can be conceived as ideological not in
relation to some "real" subject or nondiscursive account of the subject, but insofar as this
discourse naturalizes itself and thereby renders effects of power—subjects—as objects in the
prediscursive world. (To some extent, Marx grasped this process through the terms "reif-
ication" and "commodification," but limited their scope to capitalist relations.)

In Marx's formulation of ideology as a function of class inequality, and in particular as
consequent to the camera obscura issuing from the social division between manual and
mental labor (see The German Ideology), ideology is that which obscures the terms of its
own making along with the power that makes the world. But this claim, designed to de-
scribe the relationship of ideology to power, reveals yet does not account for the extraordin-
ary power of ideology itself. In other words, what Marx did not explain, and what
Althusser formulated the interpellative dimension of ideology to address, was the extent to
which ideology does not simply (mis)represent the world but is itself productive of the
world, and particularly of the subject.
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Liberalism's Family Values 143

der in the heterosexual nuclear family articulated by psychoanalysis, I
reject the thesis that women "escape" the discourse of liberal individual-
ism by virtue of a "different voice," orientation toward "relationality," or
"maternal thinking."14 If there are nonliberal discourses of gender cohab-
iting with liberalism that foment the kind of subject formation these des-
ignations seek to capture, women do not thereby elude formation by
liberal discourse as well. In short, while liberalism is not the only dis-
course constitutive of gender, it is inevitably one of the discourses pro-
ducing and positioning the gendered subject.

Within liberal discourse itself, there is both an expressly gendered and
a generic strain, the former often subterranean and surfacing only at
points at which the family, heterosexuality, maternity, or sexual violence
is explicitly at issue. Yet the generic or gender-neutral strain, while
wielding substantial force, overlooks trie extent to which subjects are
interpellated and positioned as gender, and it is in this regard that liberal-
ism "misdescribes" or ideologically obscures the extent to which its sub-
jects are shaped and positioned by a sexual division of labor and a sex
difference that liberal discourse presumes to transcend. The gendered
ideological moments of liberalism, then, pertain on the one hand to es-
sentializing gender as difference; on the other, to glossing the social
power of gender formation with generic or neutral language.

This analysis pays little attention to the great variety in liberalism(s)
present even at the doctrine's inceptive moments in seventeenth-century
Europe, emphasizing instead liberalism's historical emergence out of the
breakup of feudal economic and monarchical political arrangements.
New forms of property, modes of production, and attendant subject for-
mation generated a need for new political institutions that permitted the
free circulation of capital and property, secured a mass of free laborers,
and articulated the formal liberty and equality of relatively abstract hu-
man beings in incipient mass society.15 In this sense, liberalism emerges
out of both a specific "social" (class) division of labor and a "sexual"
(gendered) one and is also part of the economic and social transition to
capitalism, marking continuity as well as change in these divisions of
labor.16

14 For contributions to such theses (although these authors do not themselves necessarily
make the argument that women "escape" liberal discourse), see Nancy Chodorow, The
Reproduction of Mothering (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978); Carol Gilligan, In
a Different Voice (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1982); Seyla Benhabib, Situating the
Self (New York: Routledge, 1992); and Sara Ruddick, Maternal Thinking (Boston: Beacon,
1989).

15 See Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation (Boston: Beacon, 1944).
16 No more lyrical summary of this process can be found than Marx's account in The

Manifesto of the Communist Party (in The Marx-Engels Reader, 2d ed., ed. R. C. Tucker [New
York: Norton, 1978]): "The bourgeoisie . . . has put an end to all feudal, patriarchal, idyllic
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144 Chapter 6

Within a general sexual division of labor—female labor within and
male labor outside the household—two roughly contradictory tenden-
cies unfold in the course of capitalism's development. On one side, as
household production shrinks and (increasingly industrialized) socialized
production takes its place, women's varied tasks associated with the
double-sided reproduction of labor—generating the new, replenishing
what exists—are increasingly privatized and confined to the household,
while men's work is increasingly socialized and removed from the home.
The steady widening of the spatial separation between "home" and
"work" has significant indirect effects: women's work in the home be-
comes less visible as work, and the constitutive values of the realm of
civil society are distinguished from the order of the family. As a "separate
sphere," the family thus becomes available for sentimentalism, for reif-
ication as a naturalized haven in a heartless world. However, on the other
side, the steady movement of "women's work" into the market (produc-
tion of food and clothing, education and socialization of children, service
work of every variety) increasingly reduces women's work in the home
to service functions and also erodes the separation between home and
market, rendering the membrane between them highly permeable in
both directions. This tendency articulates the "housewife" as a histori-
cally specific—fleeting, rather than permanent—feature of liberal capital-
ist arrangements, subjects "the family" to new and ultimately untenable
pressures, and generally undermines the spatially organized sexual divi-
sion of labor on which liberalism is premised. Feminism is one historical
effect of these eroded arrangements.

Prior to further consideration of the feminism spawned by these con-
flicting forces, a schema of liberalism itself may be helpful. What follows
aims to be a nontendentious narrative of liberalism's constitutive
elements:

(1) A tripartite social order. Consequent to the social divisions achieved
by capitalism and sketched above, liberalism addresses a social ontology
imagined to be divided naturally into state, economy (civil society), and
family. While these realms are obviously interconstitutive and without
distinct boundaries, they are analytically separated in ordinary discourse,
in the domain of law, and in a range of other institutional and academic
discourses from welfare policy to family psychology.17

relations. It has pitilessly torn asunder the motley feudal ties that bound man to his 'natural
superiors' and has left remaining no other nexus between man and man than naked self-
interest, than callous 'cash payment' " (p. 475).

17 Largely consequent to the forces of twentieth-century capitalism, the distinctions
among them are less sustainable than at any previous time in liberalism's history, as is made
clear on one side by the extensive civil functions of the state and on the other by the
increasing number of individuals living outside the aegis of the heterosexual nuclear family.
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Liberalism's Family Values 145

(2) Unit of political analysis. The basic unit of political analysis in liberal-
ism is both the individual and the family, a paradox already mentioned
and to which we will return shortly. For the moment, what is significant
is the contrast between liberalism and those political orders in which the
basic unit of political analysis is the state, tribe, estate, polis, city, village,
kingdom, empire, class, ethnic group, or other site of collective identity.

(3) The political. The legitimate domain of the political in liberalism is
the state. The state is also conceived as the sole domain in which political
power is at play; civil society, to the extent that it is acknowledged as a
domain of power, is understood as a field of natural power and natural
social relations. (We thus speak of political intervention in the economy
in order to describe state economic policy.) The family is cast as even
more natural than civil society, or as divinely ordained and ordered, as
outside history and thus fully outside convention.

(4) The subject. The liberal subject is the individual, a paradoxical crea-
ture whose isolation renders it quite vulnerable to "socialization" by fam-
ily and society, although, as the language of socialization indicates, it has
a precultural essential and transcendent nature. This nature is the founda-
tion of the subject's presumed sovereignty. In Locke's account, "Man
being born . . . with a Title to perfect Freedom . . . hath by Nature a
Power to preservef,] . . . to judge . . . and punish. . . . "18 Liberal indi-
viduals are conceived as bundles of power, as origins of power, rather
than as effects of power; socialized, rather than as socially constructed;
divided by reason (objectivity) and passion (subjectivity), rather than as
interpellated or subjected by discourses of "truth."19

(5) Rights and liberties. Individuals within liberalism are accorded rights
and liberties by the state. These rights and liberties are exercised by indi-
viduals against each other in civil society (civil rights) and against excess
arrogation of power by the state (political rights).

(6) The state. The state's primary and consistently legitimate function is
to protect its members from dangers without and to secure citizen's
rights and liberties within. The state has no higher purpose, and although
it may undertake other tasks, such undertakings always cast into question
state neutrality, thereby politicizing the state in ways that may result in
crises of legitimation.20

(7) Equality. Civil equality consists of all citizens being subject to the
same laws, and it corresponds to a presumed natural equality rooted in

18 Two Treatises of Government, ed. P. Laslett (Cambr idge : C a m b r i d g e Univers i ty Press,
1960), pp . 3 6 6 - 6 7 .

19 I have pu t the mat te r this way to emphasize the extent to which Foucault 's crit ique of
the subject is a cri t ique of liberal discourses of the subject.

20 See Ju rgen H a b e r m a s , Legitimation Crisis, t rans. T. M c C a r t h y ( N e w York: Beacon,
1975).
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146 Chapter 6

our mutual subjection to nature and in our mutual endowment with the
capacity to threaten or destroy one another.21 Liberal equality thus con-
stitutes liberal subjects as equally subjected to and by the law. "Equality
before the law" means being treated as if we were equal, regardless of
differences in our circumstances, social markings, and locations in (un-
avowed) relations of social powers.

(8) Liberty. Liberal liberty consists of acting according to one's desires
where the law does not limit or proscribe them. In Hobbes's terms, "Lib-
erty, or freedom, signifieth . . . the absence of Opposition; (by Opposi-
tion, I mean externall Impediments of motion;) and may be applyed no
lesse to Irrationall, and Inanimate creatures, than to Rationall."22 Liber-
ties converge with rights insofar as they are individual, instrumental, and
articulate boundaries between individuals.

(9) The Good. Values and goals are presumed to be individually dis-
cerned and pursued, neither determined nor enforced by political institu-
tions. Debates about what values the state shall promote or proscribe,
especially in the moral domain, thus constitute a distinctly illiberal dis-
course. Locke's Letter Concerning Toleration marks the privatization of
values consistent with liberal political doctrine; Mill's On Liberty marks
self-direction as an ethical imperative:

He who lets the world, or his own portion of it, choose his plan of life for him
has no need of any other faculty than the ape-like one of imitation. . . . Hu-
man nature is not a machine to be built after a model, and set to do exactly the
work prescribed for it, but a tree, which requires to grow and develop itself on
all sides, according to the tendency of the inward forces which make it a living
thing.23

Michael Sandel contemporizes this formulation in his critical account of
deontological liberalism: "society, being composed of a plurality of per-
sons, each with his own aims, interests, and conceptions of the good, is
best arranged when it is governed by principles that do not themselves
presuppose any conception of the good. "24

In brief, in this account of liberalism: The state is fully conventional; it is
the domain for reconciliation of civil differences, hence a domain of uni-
versality; and it is the domain of "real political life" for liberals. Civil
Society or the economy is natural to man; it is the domain where rights are

21 H o b b e s , Leviathan, ed. C . B . MacPherson ( H a r m o n d s w o r t h , Middlesex: Penguin ,
1968), p . 183; Locke, Two Treatises, p . 309.

22 Leviathan, p . 261 .
23 John Locke, Letter Concerning Toleration (1689); John Stuart Mill, On Liberty, ed.

E. Rapaport (Indianapolis: Hackett , 1978), pp. 56-57 .
2 4 Liberalism and the Limits ojJustice (Cambridge: Cambr idge Universi ty Press, 1982),

P . i .
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Liberalism's Family Values 147

exercised and individuality is expressed, hence a domain of particularity;
and the stratifications within it constitute the domain of "real political
life" for Marxists. The family or personal life is natural to woman and in
some formulations divinely ordained; it is a domain governed by needs and
affective ties, hence a domain of collectivity; and the hierarchy within it
also constitutes the domain of "real political life" for feminists.

If civil society in liberal doctrine is the place where man's acquisitive,
accumulative, self-interested, or "trucking and bartering" nature ex-
presses itself, it also is defined by abutting the domain of the (unnatural)
political on one side and the (hypernatural) familial on the other. While
the state is conceived as forthrightly conventional, erected for the pur-
poses of arbitrating collectively what our natural individualism will not
permit, the family is something of an anchor for man in civil society,
tethering what is otherwise in a kind of perpetual agitation, and civilizing
and temporizing an otherwise ruthless social ethos. Hence the insistence,
relatively continuous from Jean-Jacques Rousseau and John Stuart Mill to
Phyllis Schlafly, that women in the family are the seat of moral restraint
in an immoral world.

What is the relationship between the "naturalness" of civil society and
the "naturalness" of the family in liberal doctrine? Evidently each is gen-
dered such that the nature of man is expressed in the former while the
nature of woman is realized in the latter; it could also be said that the
family is natural without being fully expressive of man's nature. This
suggests a certain persistence of Aristotelianism in modernity, in which
the naturalness of the household grounds man but does not articulate his
telos precisely because it is not a fully human domain. Consider, in this
regard, Hegel's formulation of the family as necessary but insufficient to
man's ethical life in civil society and freedom in the state: "Man therefore
has his actual substantial life in the state, in learning, etc. and otherwise in
work and struggle with the external world and with himself. . . .
Woman, however, has her substantial vocation in the family, and her
ethical disposition consists in this piety."25

There is a second dimension to the naturalness of civil society in liber-
alism. Conceived in terms of temporal (mythohistorical) rather than spa-
tial relations, as a modulated and regulated version of its mythical
antecedent (the state of nature), civil society may be understood as nature
civilized but not transcended. Civil society is bounded with power, lined
with limits, and above all disarmed, but it does not thereby lose its wild-
ness. Put differently, for man in civil society, the state is the lid and the
family is the anchor: without the hedge afforded by each, man is destruc-

25 Philosophy of Right, ed. and trans. T. M. Knox (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1957), paragraph 166, p. 114.
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148 Chapter 6

tive of both self and other; by nature he is neither internally nor socially
harmonious. Yet neither the state nor the family constitutes an adequate
domain for the expression of man's nature or fulfillment of his desires. In
Hegel's formulation, "the disposition [appropriate to the family] is to
have self-consciousness of one's individuality within this unity as essen-
tiality which has being in and for itself, so that one is present in it not as
an independent person but as a member."26

Many feminist critics of liberalism have commented upon the apparent
contradiction between classical liberalism's representation of the state of
nature as a domain of unrelieved individualism and the positing of fami-
lies or mother-child bonds there. Hobbes confronts this problem di-
rectly, arguing that "the naturall inclination of the Sexes, one to another,
and to their children" is not enough to bind individuals in the state of
nature, and that mother and child enter instead into something of a pre-
political contract.27 However, as Pateman points out, the terms of this
contract, in which a child "obeys him by whom it is preserved," are quite
inconsistent with Hobbes's formulation of contract and covenant else-
where in Leviathan.28 Locke, interestingly, deals with the problem in a
more explicitly Hobbesian fashion than Hobbes. For Locke, the combi-
nation of dependency created through childrearing and woman's inferior
strength creates the conditions for her attachment and subordination to
men. This overdetermined argument for natural subordination contrasts
sharply with Locke's assumption of the independence and equality of
men among men in the state of nature and begins to reveal the gendered
ontology underlying the Lockean social contract.

What Locke etches lightly, I shall argue, stands as the most coherent
reconciliation of naturalized familial bonds with ontological individual-
ism in liberalism. In brief, the unchecked individualism of the state of
nature does not extend to all persons: while men are regarded as autarkic
and obligated to nothing, women are regarded as always already attached
to men and obligated to children. This attachment and this obligation
calling forth the presence of proto-families in the state of nature in turn
enable the easy naturalization of family in civil society. Conversely, this
presence illuminates something of the gender of the generic person fig-
ured by liberalism: the naturalization of families means that women sim-
ply cannot be the possessive individualists men are. In this regard, the
formulation of man contained in the "Rights of Man" is clearly more
literal—a more meaningful and explicit omission of women—than many
liberals today want to believe. This omission, as Patricia Williams argues

26 Philosophy of Right, pa rag raph 158, p . 110.
27 Leviathan, p . 253 .
28 Ibid. , p . 254; Pa t eman , Sexual Contract, p p . 4 4 - 5 0 .
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Liberalism's Family Values 149

in a different context, constitutes "a form of expression, . . . a literal part
of original intent[,] . . . [an] omission that has been incorporated into a
theory of neutrality. "29

Critics of liberalism ranging from C. B. MacPherson to Roberto Un-
ger to Michael Sandel have insisted that its implicit or explicit theories of
justice, morality, psychology, and economics are predicated upon a par-
ticular kind of person that it simultaneously reflects, engenders, and dis-
torts. But not only, as C. B. MacPherson argues, is this figure a rational
calculator, driven by passionate self-interest, and expressive of the pos-
sessive individualism perfectly tailored to bourgeois acquisitiveness and
accumulation:30 he also bears an array of character attributes that confer
his specifically masculine status. Fiercely autonomous and diffident, he is
unencumbered by anyone or anything, independent in both senses of the
term (free of dependents and dependency in civil society). He is not ori-
ented toward relationships and persons but toward self and things. If he is
"at home" anywhere, it is in the sphere of civil society insofar as his
nature is expressed there and he performs all of his significant activities
there. The political is an instrument to his happiness (in Marx's terms,
political life in the liberal state is reduced to "a mere means"), while the
household is a place to retreat to and emerge^rom rather than a place to be;
it is a "man's castle" in an oddly instrumental, compensatory, and transi-
tional sense. Household property, including women, launches rather
than confers what Kant calls "civil personality": it is prerequisite to rather
than constitutive of that personality.

In short, the central terms of liberal discourse assume that men circu-
late in civil society while women are stationed in the family—this not-
withstanding the fact of women working in the wage economy (a fact
that the class and gender character of classical liberal man tacitly ob-
scures). Within liberalism, the familial haven in a heartless world, while
critical for the hereditary transmission of property accumulated in civil
society and as the inert anchor of man's individualistic energies, func-
tions neither as the unit of analysis in politics nor as a unit of activity in
civil society. But this is not to reiterate the conventional point that the
individual, rather than any form of association, is the fallacy upon which
liberal doctrine is built and to whose interests it is devoted. Rather, it is to
explain how the systematic (rather than contingent) subordination of
women reconciles what otherwise constitutes a persistent legal and polit-
ical tension between the individual and the family in liberalism. Only by
assuming women's natural subordination, by assuming woman as sup-

29 The Alchemy of Race and Rights (Cambr idge : Harva rd Univers i ty Press, 1991), p . 121.
30 C. B. MacPherson, The Political Theory of Possessive Individualism: Hobbes to Locke

(London: Oxford University Press, 1962).
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150 Chapter 6

plement to man, can the apparent tension between liberal individualism
and liberal familialism be reconciled; only at the site of this assumption
can one discern liberalism's family values.

We may arrive at the same point by reflecting on the relationship be-
tween the condition of perpetual insecurity and mortal danger in the
"state of nature" and the warm safety and protectiveness held out by the
liberal version of the family. If the family, like the state of nature, is a
"natural condition" and as such is ordinarily beyond the purview of the
state and the eyes of the law, why isn't there war of all against all here?
The answer lies not in affinity or affection, which no liberal takes to be a
determinant part of human nature, but in the naturalized lack of equality
and competition in the family. The liberal conception of the natural cohe-
siveness and peacefulness of the family thus depends upon its lacking the
fundamental condition of the state of nature—equality of desire and
equality of ability to enact desire. Not only is brute equality prerequisite
to the state of war in the state of nature, but sufficient rationality of that
state's inhabitants is presumed by all state of nature theorists to argue
that it is as irrational to attack as to trust when one is certain to lose. This
suggests that the "natural peace" of the family is consequent to the natu-
ralized subordination of women and children to men, revealing liberal
ontology to be fundamentally rather than contingently gendered as male
dominance and female submission.

The gendered character of the tension between the family and the indi-
vidual as the basic unit of analysis in liberalism is discernible in an infa-
mous passage from Blackstone's Commentaries on the Laws of England:
"the husband and wife are one person in the law; that is, the very being,
or legal existence of the woman is suspended during the marriage, or at
least is incorporated and consolidated into that of the husband. "31 It is
also manifest in the conventional marriage ceremony's nonparallel nomi-
natives, "man and wife." And it is apparent as well in the persistent diffi-
culty of establishing marital rape as rape in law and the courtroom. While
many feminists attribute this resistance to sexist conventions—women's
"presumed consent" to (all) sex in marriage, or women conceived as the
sexual property or chattel of men in marriage—the foregoing suggests
that the difficulty may inhere in the presumed nonviolence of masculine
dominance in the family, a nonviolence itself made possible through in-
stitutionalized inequality. (Liberal state-of-nature theory presumes that
violence inheres among equals, not between dominant and subordinate
persons. Liberalism, presuming rational men, has no theory of violence
practiced for reasons—psychic, erotic, etc.—independent of material
gain.) Indeed, the articulation of women's personhood over the last cen-

31 Cited in Pateman, Sexual Contract, p. 91.
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Liberalism's Family Values 151

tury reveals the extent to which female subordination is required for the
sustenance of family bonds: what claims to female personhood bring to
light are both the extent to which the modern family does resonate with
the state of nature—replete with sexual and physical abuse—and the ex-
tent to which women's individuality in a world governed by the values of
capital is incompatible with the maintenance of the family form.32

If the family naturalized by liberal doctrine is at the same time config-
ured by liberal doctrine, the family is not ontologically outside of nor prior
to civil society, but is, in the transition from feudal patriarchalism to
liberal capitalism, rendered opposite and subordinate to civil society. From
this perspective, the family (and not the state that brokers civil conflict) is
civil society's "other." Within a feudal monarchical regime, the house-
hold as a productive unit stood in opposition to the state and was sub-
jected by it; in liberalism's reconfiguration, state and civil society stand in
opposition to the family—its values, concerns, activities, and putative
ethos. Thus it would not appear to be the case, as Susan Okin suggests,
that contemporary liberal political theorists have omitted the family from
their concerns with justice—the family is not simply "left out" of liberal
political thought.33 Rather, liberalism emerges with the rise of civil soci-
ety, specifies civil society as the domain proper to justice, and in doing so
opposes civil society to the household or family, thus entailing a very
specific theorization of the family. (Locke's argument for liberalism's le-
gitimacy, it will be recalled, proceeds precisely by opposing political to
paternal power: by defining citizens against fathers.) In this regard, those
arguments put forth by putative critics of contemporary liberal theory—
such as Michael Sandel and Allan Bloom—that the family is outside the
purview of liberal standards of justice conform more accurately to liber-
alism's project of justice and its formulation of the family than do the
arguments to extend liberal tenets to the family awkwardly advanced by
Michael Walzer, John Rawls, or Susan Okin.34

32 A n d at the same t ime, as Sheila R o w b o t h a m pointed out years ago, emot ional de -
mands on the family intensify rather than diminish wi th the deve lopment of capitalism. In
Woman's Consciousness, Man's World ( H a r m o n d s w o r t h , Middlesex: Penguin , 1973), she
wri tes : " T h e family under capitalism carries an intolerable weight : all the rags and bones
and bits of old i ron the capitalist c o m m o d i t y sys tem can't use. Wi th in the family w o m e n
are carrying the prepos te rous contradict ion of love in a loveless wor ld . T h e y are provid ing
capitalism wi th the h u m a n relations it cannot main ta in" (p. 77).

33 Justice, Gender, and the Family, chap. 2.
34 Sandel, Liberalism and the Limits of Justice; Allan Bloom, The Closing of the American

Mind: How Higher Education Has Failed Democracy and Impoverished the Souls of Today's Stu-
dents (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1987); Michael Walzer, Spheres of Justice: A Defense of
Pluralism and Equality (New York: Basic Books, 1983); John Rawls, A Theory of Justice
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, Belknap Press, 1971); and Okin, Justice, Gender, and
the Family.
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152 Chapter 6

If the social order presumed by liberalism is itself pervasively gendered,
representing both a gendered division of labor and a gendered division of
the sensibilities and activities of subjects, we should expect to find this
gendering as well in the terms defining the interests, activities, and politi-
cal freedom of the subject in civil society, the political subject of liberal-
ism. The remainder of this essay outlines the ways in which the
constitutive terms of liberal political discourse depend upon their implicit
opposition to a subject and set of activities marked "feminine," and at the
same time obscure both this dependence and this opposition.35 The dis-
cussion proceeds by identifying constitutive dualisms in liberal discourse
and then discerning how the power of the dominant term in the dualism
is achieved through its constitution by, dependence upon, and disavowal
of the subordinate term. Tracking how the second term is pushed out of
the first in the latter's claim to primacy and power permits an under-
standing of how these dualisms are operations not merely of division or
distinction but dominance—male dominance—at the heart of liberal
discourse.

The constitutive dualisms of liberalism under consideration are

equality
liberty
autonomy
rights
individual
self-interest
public
contract

difference
necessity/encumbrance
dependence/dependents
needs/relations/duties
family
selflessness
private
consent

Perhaps with the exception of the final pair, the association of most of
these antinomies with gender is not new; a range of feminist thinkers
have explored them for quite diverse critical and normative purposes.
My concern, however, is to establish them as specifically bound to the
production and reproduction of a masculinist liberal subject, a subject
premised upon a sexual division of labor and activities, a subject that
persists even as this division unravels and even as it is detached from
physiological correlates. What follows will also seek to establish the ways
in which these gendered dualisms constitute not merely a discourse of
sexual difference within liberal discourse but reveal liberalism as a dis-
course of male dominance.

35 Feminine here has no transcendent or essential referent but rather refers solely to the
sexual division of labor that converts itself into a gendered ontology.
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Liberalism's Family Values 153

Equality—Difference. In liberalism, equality is defined as a condition
of sameness, a condition in which humans share the same nature, the
same rights, and the same terms of regard by state institutions. Individ-
uals are guaranteed equality—the right to be treated the same as everyone
else—because we are regarded as having a civil, and hence political,
sameness. This sameness is the token of our economic and political inter-
changeability. However, as MacKinnon and others have made clear,
while equality is cast as a matter of sameness, gender in liberalism consis-
tently emerges as a problem of difference, or simply as difference: there is
human equality on the one hand, and gender difference on the other. Here
it is important to note that liberal equality's conceptual opposite is not
inequality but difference: while inequality is the problem to which equal-
ity as sameness is the solution, difference is the problem to which equal-
ity as sameness does not apply. In liberalism, injustice occurs when those
considered the same are treated differently; but ontological difference is a
problem outside the purview of justice.

The consequences for gender justice of a formulation of equality as
sameness and gender as difference are significant: If difference (gender) is
the conceptual opposite of universal human sameness (liberal human-
ism), then gender difference—that is, female sexual difference—is the
conceptual opposite of the liberal human being, and equality as sameness
is the conceptual opposite of gender as difference. Consider that for the
last decade, feminist theory classes, feminist legal theorists, and popular
science journals have obsessed relentlessly over a single question: "How
do women differ from men?" This question arises not because it is intrin-
sically an interesting or good question but because our discourse of
equality is sameness and our anxiety about gender equality pertains to
gender difference. Put the other way around, equality as sameness is the
term that maintains difference as a problem for women (and other
"others" of liberal humanism). Equality as sameness is a gendered for-
mulation of equality, because it secures gender privilege through naming
women as different and men as the neutral standard of the same.

Why can't women be included in a formulation of equality as same-
ness? This is to ask whether and in what respects women can be the same
as men, a question that comes in many versions: Who and what is stop-
ping them from being so? Is the "sex difference" relevant to the terms of
political sameness? Which has greater political relevance, human sameness
or sexual difference? However these questions are answered, none of
them interrogates an ontology of masculine sameness, an ontology that
produces a formally masculinist standard insofar as it is premised upon
its differentiation from women. The sameness of men requires the difference
that is women, just as whiteness requires people of color, heterosexuality
requires homosexuality, and so forth. Put another way, differences
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154 Chapter 6

among men are named "woman," displaced from men onto women,
whose status as "difference" is then cast as intrinsic, even while it is a
construction that functions less as a description of women than as the
premise of men's sameness. Thus the liberal formulation of equality does
not merely serve to mask privilege and social inequality insofar as it con-
founds formal equality before the law with substantive social equality.
Rather, liberal equality is masculinist because its terms are sameness and
difference, terms that both allegorize gender and establish gender's place
within liberal discourse.

Liberty—Necessity. Liberty, which denotes the sovereignty of the lib-
eral subject, marks the freedom to do what one desires, the freedom to
discover and pursue one's interests where the law does not interfere. In-
sofar as liberalism premises our liberty on a relatively unencumbered
will—the possibility of choosing—and a domain of free movement—the
possibility of acting—liberty signifies our sovereignty in both a subjec-
tive and a worldly sense. We are considered to have liberty when we have
choices and when we have the capacity to exercise our deliberative fac-
ulty. The opposite of liberty is therefore not slavery but will-lessness
and/or constraint. Just as equality is premised upon overcoming inequal-
ity but is not its opposite, liberty is what liberates us from the condition
of slavery or political subjection but is not its opposite. Liberal liberty's
opposite is encumbrance, constraint by necessity: barriers to deliberat-
ing, choosing, or acting. If we are free when we have free will, when the
will desires and is free to act on its own behalf, we are unfree when we
are without desire or aim on the one hand, and weighed down, con-
strained by necessity, and lacking choice or freedom of movement on the
other.

Within almost any sexual division of labor in history, women have
been encumbered by the bonds of necessity and the stigma of ontological
immanence. Bound over time to relationships they are born to honor and
tend, confined spatially to caretaking and labor in the household, women
are also bound symbolically to the work their bodies are said to signify;
in this sense, they are without the mark of subjective sovereignty, the
capacity to desire or choose. This is what Simone de Beauvoir names
"the worst curse that was laid upon woman . . . biologically destined for
the repetition of Life."36 Indeed, the "pro-choice" language of reproduc-
tive politics aims at giving women the status of choosing rather than
immanent beings; in seeking to emancipate us from both semiotic and
physical constraints of the female body, it asserts our right to share the
voluntarist premises of liberal freedom with men. And much of the polit-

36 The Second Sex, trans. H. M. Parshley (New York: Random House, 1952), p. 72.
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Liberalism's Family Values 155

ical language opposing abortion aims to deny women precisely this
right, insisting either that a woman should not have such liberty in the
first place, or that she necessarily loses this liberty when her body's "nat-
ural processes" take over, when she is taken over by her nature, by nature,
by necessity, by another.37 A similar rehearsal of women's relative con-
signment to her body transpires in political and legal arguments about
rape and sexual harassment, where the question of women's own desire
and self-determination remains a question so long as "consent" and "in-
citement" are the terms through which the sexual (non) agency of women
is brokered. The character of argument in both domains reveals the gen-
dered characteristics of liberal freedom, the extent to which the sexual
and reproductive liberty of men is premised upon an immanent and con-
strained other.

A formulation of liberty that has as its opposite immanence, necessity,
encumbrance, and external nature is not, of course, the only possible
formulation of human freedom.38 It is, rather, a notoriously bourgeois
but now also evidently gendered formulation, and a formulation that
depends upon and enforces a gendered division of labor in which women
are encumbered while men are free, in which encumbrance and subjec-
tion by the body function as the permanent constraint on freedom. This

37 Here , of course, familiar associations appear be tween na ture-necess i ty -woman on one
side and h u m a n - l i b e r t y - m a n on the other. What also appears is an interesting paradox of
h u m a n liberty: signified by mind , actualized by body, it can be confounded by either.

38 S o m e will discern a convergence be tween m y account of liberal freedom and existen-
tial formulat ions of f reedom. A n d I d o mean to suggest that they share masculinist , even
misogynis t premises—precise ly those for which de Beauvoir 's Second Sex has often been
criticized. H e r e is de Beauvoir :

Every t ime t ranscendence falls back into immanence , s tagnation, there is a degradat ion
of existence into the "en-soi"—the brut ish life of subjection to given cond i t ions—and of
liberty into constraint and cont ingence. This downfall represents a mora l fault if the
subject consents to it; if it is inflicted u p o n h im, it spells frustration and oppression. In
b o t h cases it is an absolute evil. Every individual concerned to justify his existence feels
that his existence involves an undefined need to transcend himself, to engage in freely
chosen projects.

N o w , wha t peculiarly signalizes the situation of w o m a n is that she—a free and au ton-
o m o u s being like all h u m a n creatures—nevertheless finds herself l iving in a wor ld wh e re
m e n compel her to assume the status of the Othe r . T h e y propose to stabilize her as
object and to d o o m her to i m m a n e n c e since her t ranscendence is to be overshadowed and
forever t ranscended by another ego (conscience) which is essential and sovereign,
(pp. xxxiii-xxxiv)

De Beauvoir's argument does not question the terms of liberty from which woman as
Other has been excluded; in particular, it does not identify the masculinism of a formulation
of liberty that ontologically positions woman as its antithesis. Rather, her argument calls
for woman's recognition as "a free and autonomous being like all other human creatures"
such that she can be assimilated to this formulation of liberty, a call that falters at the site of
the body.
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156 Chapter 6

formulation of liberty, and the identification of the liberal subject with it,
requires that someone somewhere be fully bound by necessity, while
others eschew this responsibility, thereby institutionally securing the un-
free nature of such responsibility. In liberal discourse, of course, the do-
main of avowed and naturalized encumbrance is the private, familial,
sexual, and reproductive domain(s), the domains through and within
which women are marked and positioned as women. The sphere of lib-
erty, the sphere of civil society, is defined historically against feudal ties
of encumbrance and relationality, ties that persist, as the Filmer-Locke
quarrel reminds us, in the familial domain, the domain of patriarchalism
now divested of political standing.

The liberal formulation of liberty is thus not merely opposed to but
premised upon encumbrance; it is achieved by displacing the embodied,
encumbered, and limited nature of existence onto women, a displace-
ment that occurs discursively and practically through a set of assigned
activities, responsibilities, and emotional attributes. Insofar as this for-
mulation of liberty requires the existence of encumbered beings, the social
activity of those without liberty, it can never be fully universalized. A
liberty whose conceptual and practical opposite is encumbrance cannot,
by necessity, exist without it; liberated beings defined as unencumbered
depend for their existence on encumbered beings, whom their liberty in
turn encumbers. In this regard, liberalism would seem to tacitly sustain
rather than break with the explicit belief of the ancient citizens of Athens:
some must be slaves so that others might be free.39

Autonomy—Dependency /Dependents. The autonomous self and psyche
of the liberal subject, whose liberty we have just considered, also derives
from and inscribes a gendered sexual division of labor. The autonomy of
the liberal subject has three aspects.

First, this subject, which is expressly civil rather than familial, moves
about freely in civil society. He is not encumbered by conflicting respon-
sibilities or demands elsewhere; he does not have dependents attached to
him in civil society, making claims on him, surviving directly by his
hand. This dimension of autonomy refers to the absence of immediate
constraints on one's entry into and movement within civil society, and it
contrasts directly with women's encumbrance by familial responsibilities
that limit her movement into and within civil society.

Second, the liberal subject is autonomous in the sense that he is pre-
sumed capable of providing for himself; he is not conceived as dependent

39 Recall that Hannah Arendt lamented modernity's inability to sustain what she took to
be "the Greeks'" appreciation of this truism. See The Human Condition (Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1958), pp. 50-73.
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Liberalism's Family Values 157

on others for survival or protection. Ontologically naturalized, this di-
mension of autonomy is facilitated by the state in its provision of collec-
tive protection and its establishment of an individual's rights not to be
infringed upon by others. This dimension of autonomy also contrasts
with the condition of women when they are engaged in child raising,
with a culture of naturalized and legitimate violence against women, and
with the construction of women as inherently emotionally dependent or
needy.

The third feature of the liberal subject's autonomy pertains to a pre-
sumed self-interest and self-orientation. The subject of liberalism drawn
for us by Hobbes and Locke as well as contemporary liberals and bour-
geois economists is presumed to have an identity and bearing of diffi-
dent, acquisitive self-regard. Needless to say, this figure of self-interest
and self-orientation is quite at odds historically with what men have
wanted women to be, with what women were allowed to be, with what
families have required of women, and with what women have been so-
cially constructed to be.

These three aspects of the autonomy of the liberal subject correspond
to three ways in which that subject is gendered masculine. That subject
is, first, drawn in opposition to women's activity, responsibility, charac-
ter, experience, and the expectations placed upon her. Indeed, the auton-
omous woman—the childless, unmarried, or lesbian woman—is within
liberalism a sign of disordered society or nature gone awry on the one
hand, or of individual failure to "adapt to femininity" on the other.
Second, the autonomous subject of liberalism requires a large population
of nonautonomous subjects, a population that generates, tends, and
avows the bonds, relations, dependencies and connections that sustain
and nourish human life. Indeed, as Adam Smith himself knew, and wor-
ried about at length in The Theory of Moral Sentiments, a world of unre-
lieved autonomous individuals is an unlivable world: it offers no bases for
association and connection other than utilitarian or instrumental ones. As
Durkheim and later Habermas added, such a culture is not simply unde-
sirable but is, rather, impossible to the extent that it lacks an internal
principle of cohesion. In Durkheim's formulation, market contracts re-
quire precontractual sensibilities and relations (truth telling and honor)
for their viability; in Habermas's account, mass participation in a capital-
ist workforce depends on motivations induced by precapitalist social
formations—religious, cultural, and familial—all of which capitalism
weakens in the rationalizing course of its development. Finally, the puta-
tive autonomy of the liberal subject partakes of a myth of masculinity
requiring the disavowal of dependency, the disavowal of the relations that
nourish and sustain this subject. Male autonomy constituted in opposi-
tion to dependency and immediate responsibility for dependents is
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158 Chapter 6

achieved by displacing both onto women, thus sustaining the fantasy of a
creature who is self-sufficient and self-made from birth to death.

Put another way, the autonomous liberal subject is a fantastic figure,
born into and existing wholly in the realm of civil society, who disavows
the relations, activities, and subjects that sustain him in civil society from
their sequestered place in the family. This creature is not only fantastic,
however, but ultimately dependent: the "autonomous" subject depends
on the subjection of the "dependent" ones for emotional and physical
sustenance. Consequently, efforts by women to assume such autonomy
are often maligned as selfish, irresponsible, or, more to the point, simply
"unfeminine." If liberal autonomy were universalized, the supports upon
which it rests would dissolve.

Insofar as it operates within these terms, liberal feminism finds itself in
the position either of arguing for women's right to autonomous person-
hood, thereby joining men in the disavowals and repudiating the rela-
tions, dependents, and dependency for which women have been made
responsible, or arguing for female "difference," thereby reifying the ef-
fects of this economy. Neither approach challenges the gendered division
between public and private that locates civic autonomy in opposition to
the family, sexuality, and reproduction. Neither approach challenges the
liberal antinomy between autonomy and dependence/dependents by ar-
ticulating a formulation of autonomy in the context of connection or by
replacing permanent hierarchies of dependence with mutual, partial, or
contingent dependencies.

Rights—Needs. Operating as both articulations and custodians of our
autonomy, rights within liberal discourse (though not necessarily in
other contexts) are the political face of the sovereign subject in civil soci-
ety. Even when we have rights to and not only against something—for
example, the right to free speech—rights assertion is inevitably a pro-
pellant movement. The motion of rights is to push away or push away
from—against others, against the state, against incursions, limitations, or
encroachments upon our autonomy. Insofar as rights operate to distance
and demarcate, they are a means of socially organizing us by separating
us, using the fiction of our autonomy and independence to produce a
social order reflecting it.40

40 In Alchemy of Race and Rights, Patricia Williams makes this point from the perspective
of those who have been rightless historically:

Unlike [a white male colleague], I am still engaged in a struggle to set up transactions at
arm's length, as legitimately commercial, and to portray myself as a bargainer of sepa-
rate worth, distinct power, sufficient rights to manipulate commerce, (p. 148)

For the historically disempowered, the conferring of rights is symbolic of all the denied
aspects of their humanity: rights imply a respect that places one in the referential range of
self and others, that elevates one's status from human body to social being, (p. 153)
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Liberalism's Family Values 159

This mode of organizing relationships in civil society contrasts sharply
with the need-based familial order. It is a commonplace of liberalism that
rights pertain to civil society while needs govern the family. Hence the
protracted difficulties of establishing reproductive rights, rights against
sexual and physical violence for family subordinates (sanctions against
marital rape and battery as well as child abuse), and economic rights in
the family. When women try to inject rights (and hence their autonomy
and personhood) into the family, they are often reproached for infusing
the family with market values, for corrupting the domain of love, need,
and reciprocity with the language of contract and right. This reproach, of
course, elides the potent critique of the family implicit in the feminist
argument for the appropriateness of rights discourse there: to the extent
that the demand for rights by subordinated subjects signifies both the
presence of an oppressive or threatening power and a desire for protec-
tion from such power, such a demand challenges the myth of the family
as a nonviolent sanctuary mutually cherished by all of its inhabitants. In
short, the desire for rights on the part of women or children disrupts the
myth of paternalism and protectionism that governs familial patriar-
chalism.41

The opposition between rights claims and needs claims corresponds
not only to the opposition between civil society and the family, but to
that between liberty—which rights actualize—and encumbrance—of
which needs are the presumed effect. Moreover, rights relationships pre-
sume conditions of formal equality, while needs relations permit legiti-
mate inequalities based upon "differences": for example, those between
children and parents, women and men, the mentally disabled and the
mentally competent. Rights relations presume autonomy and indepen-
dence while relations of need presume intimacy and dependence.

However, the opposition between rights and needs is not a relation of
simple mutuality or complementarity. Rather, rights and needs are con-
stitutive and productive of each other in liberalism. The domain of rights
produces a domain of need in a literal sense (as property rights produce a
class of tenants and of the homeless); moreover, rights are presumed in-
dependent of need and are invoked to triumph over need claims ("I have a
right to that whether or not you need it"). Yet rights are only viable as

"[WJithout boundary" for blacks has meant not untrammeled vistas of possibility but
the crushing weight of total—bodily and spiritual—intrusion, (p. 164)
41 Interestingly, paternal right—a right secured in the domain of civil society and backed

by law outside the family—is routinely invoked in both pre- and postfeminist eras to bid for
a variety of male privileges, from corporal punishment of children to preventing women
from aborting a man's progeny. This invocation partakes of that function of rights radically
opposite to mitigating the vulnerability of the powerless insofar as it extends and legiti-
mizes the power of the dominant.
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160 Chapter 6

political, social, and economic currency to the extent that needs are pro-
vided for in a rightless domain, to the extent that there is an order of need
not governed by right, where life-sustaining relationships cannot be sev-
ered by the invocation of rights. As even the most adamant rights theo-
rists will concede, a world of unrelieved rights-bearing individuals, a
world ordered wholly by rights, is an unlivable world, a world without
basis for connection or bonding, and a world without security for the
needy and dependent. If granting women the status of full rights-bearing
and rights-invoking creatures is to sanction them to act without regard
for the needs of others, it is to literally unglue the social bond, a bond that
now appears to be profoundly gendered. Moreover, granting women
this status intensifies the disavowals entailed in liberal rights formation.
As the order of rights is dependent upon a separate realm of need-
satisfaction—a dependence it disavows—the rights-bearing individual
disavows the provision for his needs on which his rights are premised and
the order of need itself produced by his invocation of rights. Thus, while
the enfranchisement of women as rights-bearing individuals formally de-
links gender from definition by right and need, it does not disrupt the
interconstitutive and hierarchical relationship of right and need, nor the
capacity of this relationship to construe subject positions that "happen to
be gendered."

Individual—Family (Self-interest—Selflessness). The concept of the in-
dividual in liberalism, while popularly contrasted with the social or the
communal (as in "the individual versus society"), actually has its discur-
sive opposite in the family. As the family dissolves individuals, individu-
alism dissolves the family, and as woman's right to be an individual is
curtailed by her identification with the family, man's relationship to the
family is limited by his status as an individual.

We can see the discursive relationship between the individual and the
family in liberalism more clearly by returning to the question of how
liberalism claims both the individual and the family as a basic unit of
analysis. Why is there ambiguity if not outright confusion in most liberal
theory about the status of the family and the individual in the state of
nature and in civil society? Or, why does Kant refer to women as being
"without civil personality"?42

In liberal discourse, the individual is presumed to have roots in the
family, but the family is something other than a composite of individ-
uals. As a haven in a heartless world, it functions discursively as the back-
ground of the socially male individual. While the individual is

42 The Metaphysics of Morals, excerpted in Political Writings, ed. H. Reiss (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1970), p. 139.
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Liberalism's Family Values 161

understood to be made possible through the family—harbored,
grounded, and nourished there—all cannot be individuals or there would
be no family, no "it" that harbors, grounds, and nourishes. Thus, ac-
cording to Hegel, while "man . . . has his actual substantial life in the
state, in learning[,] . . . in work[,] . . . so that it is only through his di-
vision that he fights his way to self-sufficient unity with him-
self[,] . . . woman has her substantial vocation in the family."43

The gendered antinomy between individual and family emerges as
well in the terms expressing the respective ethos of civil society and the
family: "self-interest" on one hand and "selflessness" on the other. In
civil society, individuals are said to exist only for themselves and the
appropriate ethos is thus selfishness. In the family, (adult) individuals are
expected to exist for the family, to be selfless in relation to the good of the
whole. Clearly, if every individual bore a self-interested character, there
could be no realm of selflessness, and if all were selfless, there would be
no individuals. There are two ways of solving this problem: by splitting
the subject into two, diametrically opposed psychic orientations, or by
establishing a (gendered) division of psychic orientation among subjects,
a division legitimated by gender ideology. Most theorists of liberalism,
critical and otherwise, simply assume the latter solution; in doing so,
they tacitly rather than explicitly naturalize the family and women's role
within it. An interesting exception is Rousseau, who, while no admirer
of liberalism, nonetheless struggles within the social formations that
structure it. In Emile, Rousseau so meticulously crafts masculine and
feminine orientations toward the self that many have accused him of con-
tradicting his naturalistic ontologies in the production of Sophie's selfless
femininity. Rousseau makes clear that Sophie's total lack of amour de soi-
meme is required to prevent Emile's sense of self from becoming amour
propre, that dangerous variety of self-love that is at bottom a nest of van-
ity and insecurity, breeding decadent and corrupting social and political
behavior. In this regard, Rousseau makes clear that feminine selflessness
is a socially necessary prop for a healthy variety of masculine selfhood; it is
not simply valuable for family management but is an indispensable ele-
ment of the delicate psychic economy prerequisite to civic virtue in mod-
ernity. Rousseau is thus quite explicit about a matter that his liberal
kinsmen handle more indirectly: it takes two (female and male) to make
one (citizen).

The antinomy between civil self-interestedness and familial selflessness
suggests that liberalism is all or nothing about selves: one group surren-
ders selfhood so that another group can have it. This formulation, cap-
tured in the "hostile" relation between family and civil society theorized

43 Philosophy of Right, paragraph 166, p. 114.
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162 Chapter 6

as a universal axiom in Freud's Civilization and Its Discontents, also reveals
the extent to which the self-interested individual is premised upon a self-
less one, indeed, draws the material and sustenance of its "self" from the
selflessness of another. As the "individual" is made possible through the
family it claims both to represent and support, as labor in civil society is
made possible through the invisible labor of the household, so the self-
interested subject of liberalism both requires and disavows its relation-
ship to the selfless subject of the household, typically gendered female.
Again, it is a commonplace that women who assert themselves as self-
interested individuals confront the reproach of "selfishness," itself a
metonymy for failed femininity. Accused of organizing themselves
around a self they are not supposed to have, they are figured as mon-
strous in their departure from a (selfless) nurturant nature.44 Conversely,
if men become too selfless, even in the household, their masculinity is
called into question: this is the discomforting figure of the househusband
or the perverse one of the nellie queen.

Contract-Consent. Social contract theory is conventionally under-
stood to rely mechanically, and for legitimacy, on a combination of tacit
and express forms of consent. Contracts as such consist of consent to the
terms of the contract by eligible parties, an eligibility determined by
markers of rationality, maturity, and freedom from duress. As critics of
contract theory have often pointed out, however, contract presumes indi-
viduals abstracted from relations of power or equal within those rela-
tions; ability to contract is thus equated with equality in contract. In this
vein, Marxists and feminists have challenged, respectively, the validity of
the measures by which workers are said to "consent" to wage work in
wage contracts, or women can be said to "consent" to sex in marriage
contracts or other inegalitarian settings. Both have questioned what so-
cial relations of power and inequality must be disguised in order to pre-
sent those subordinated by such relations as freely consenting to choices
offered them.

While concurring generally with the critiques of contract and social
contract theory that these challenges proffer, I want to consider the prob-
lem of consent from a different angle, one that emphasizes the gendered
relation between contract and consent. Within liberalism, contract is a
civil act abstracted from relations of power: it is expressive of, and per-
forms, formal equality and relations of distance. Consent is a more inti-
mate act implicating relations of power; it marks the presence of power,
arrangements, and actions that one does not oneself create but to which

44 One only need reach back to the 1992 presidential campaign for a recent instance of
such female monstrousness. Recall Republican Party and media hysteria over Hillary Clin-
ton's disinclination to take her husband's name or "stay home and bake cookies."
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Liberalism's Family Values 163

one submits. (The Oxford English Dictionary gives one meaning of con-
sent as "voluntary agreement to or acquiescence in what another pro-
poses or desires; compliance, concurrence, permission.")45 Insofar as
consent involves agreeing to something the terms of which one does not
determine, consent marks the subordinate status of the consenting party.
Consent in this way functions as a sign of legitimate subordination.

Statutes concerning rape provide an excellent example of this. If, in
rape law, men are seen to do sex while women consent to it, if the measure
of rape is not whether a woman sought or desired sex but whether she
acceded to it or refused it when it was pressed upon her, then consent
operates both as a sign of subordination and a means of its legitimation.
Consent is thus a response to power—it adds or withdraws legitimacy—
but is not a mode of enacting or sharing in power. Moreover, since con-
sent is obtained or registered rather than enacted, consent is always medi-
ated by authority—whether in a second or third person—and is thus
both constitutive of that authority and legitimated by it.46 In these two
respects, consent would appear to be profoundly at odds with radical
democratic forms of equality and autonomy.

What, in this context, is the standing of the social contract as that to
which we consent, tacitly or expressly, in order to acquire civil society?
Consent here too is a mark of subordination, in this case subordination
by subjects to the state they "authorize" as sovereign, as the legitimate
"monopoly of violence," or as that entity invested with the powers of
legislating, executing, and enforcing law. The story of the move from
state of nature to civil society, whether told by Hobbes, Locke, Freud, or
Rousseau, is a story of transition from ontologically imposed subjection
by nature to deliberately chosen (self-imposed) subjection by the state.
But this subjection, through which subjects of the state (citizens) are
brought into being, is neither the whole nor the conclusion of the story.
Rather, it would appear that as men collectively consent to the social
contract by which they are subjected, with the aim of becoming beings

45 Oxford English Dictionary, 2d ed. , s.v. " C o n s e n t . "
46 Since "consent" is such a critical term in debates about sexuality and pornography

among feminists, I want to clarify that while I am suggesting that where consent really
matters, it matters because it marks relations of subordination. It is nevertheless often
used—infelicitously in my view—to legitimate activities in relatively egalitarian settings.
Thus, for example, feminist justifications of sadomasochism that rely on the "consensual"
nature of the activity defensively address the anxiety that the manifest appearance of sexual
domination or inequality might obscure the mutual desire for the activity. But this defense,
rather than quelling the anxiety, probably activates it precisely by raising a subterranean
specter of inequality in the language of consent. Why not say "this is her desire" rather than
"she consented to what may appear as her violation"? Why is consent the only language we
have for mutual agreement that is not contract, and what is revealed by the failure of lan-
guage here?
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164 Chapter 6

individually contracting with one another, they institutionalize a condi-
tion in which women become beings consenting to individual men.47

If the attributes and activities of citizenship and personhood within liber-
alism produce, require, and at the same time disavow their feminized
opposites, then the liberal subject emerges as pervasively masculinist not
only in its founding exclusions and stratifications but in its contemporary
discursive life. To the extent that the attributes of liberal personhood and
liberal justice are established by excluding certain beings and certain do-
mains of activity from their purview, liberalism cannot fulfill its univer-
salist vision but persistently reproduces the exclusions of humanist Man.

The hollowness of liberalism's universalist promise, then, inheres not
only in its depoliticization of invidious social powers, not only in its often
cruel celebration of fictional sovereignty, but in its emergence out of and
sustenance of female difference and subordination. Feminism operating
with unreconstructed liberal discourse is therefore trapped. It is not just a
matter of choosing between becoming persons in the generic (male) sense
or struggling for recognition as women, as a difference that cannot be
equality, a difference that is an ideologically ontologized division of la-
bor. Rather, the trap consists in working with formulations of person-
hood, citizenship, and politics that themselves contain women's
subordination, that can indeed be extended to women, or to activities
inside "the family," but are not thereby emancipated from their masculi-
nism by virtue of such extension. Moreover, to the extent that many
elements of women's subordination are tied to a division of labor that
does not require all biological women to occupy the position assigned
their gender, the emancipation of particular women can be "purchased"
through the subordination of substitutes. Put differently, the gendered
terms of liberal discourse solicit the production of a bourgeois feminism
that emancipates certain women to participate in the terms of masculinist
justice without emancipating gender as such from those terms. In short,
gender and class converge here, as every middle- and upper-class woman

47 In revisiting the question of women's subjection through and by the founding of the
state, a question exceeding liberal formations but reiterated within them, we are placed at
the threshold of themes and thinkers beyond the scope of this chapter. These would include
the fall, betrayal, or subjection of women attendant upon political foundings narrated in
different registers by thinkers as diverse as Aeschylus, Machiavelli, Rousseau, Engels, and
Freud. They have been analyzed with particular acuity by Norman O. Brown in Love's
Body (Wesleyan: Wesleyan University Press, 1959), and by Melissa Matthes in "Sexual Dif-
ference, Virtu, and Theatricality: The Rape of Lucretia and the Founding of Republics"
(Ph.D. diss., University of California, Santa Cruz, 1994).
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Liberalism's Family Values 165

knows who has purchased her liberty, personhood, and equality through
child care and "household help" provided by women earning a fraction
of their boss's wage.

One question often posed within feminist political and legal theory is
whether justice for women should be sought in the masculinist terms of
liberal "sameness" or in the terms of some feminist version of "differ-
ence." But if the masculinist terms of liberal discourse contain within and
thereby construct a feminized other, and if "difference" is how that other
is named, this ostensible dilemma would appear to be largely internal to
liberalism, not disruptive of it. It is not a dilemma between liberalism and
alternative discourses of political life, but a dilemma whose terms emerge
from and reiterate liberal masculinism and thus contain few possibilities
for subversive resolution.

Let us therefore pose a different question. Since it is certain that under
the banner of feminism women will continue to struggle for equality
within liberal regimes, are contemporary social forces such that repro-
duction, sexuality, and emotional work are likely to become more corn-
modified and the social order more fractured and individualistic—in
short, more masculinist for women and men alike? Are the lives of men
as well as women likely to be more pervasively regulated by the unre-
constructed discourses of rights, autonomy, formal equality, and liberty,
not only in the domains of civil and entrepreneurial life but in the do-
mains of childrearing, health, sexuality, and so forth? Or are the social
forces such that the sovereign, rights-bearing subject of liberalism is
likely to be increasingly challenged both as an empirical fiction and a
normative ideal, a challenge that could signify the breakdown of histori-
cally masculinist norms governing political life? Are the political dis-
courses of rights and autonomy being decentered by discourses of need
or mutual dependency in crucial domains of public life? And do these
latter discourses subvert or reiterate liberal conventions of feminine posi-
tioning and concerns? If, as seems likely, both tendencies are currently at
work, both reaffirming and decentering masculinist liberal discourse,
what hybrid liberal political culture is figured by their entwining? And
what new cast of democratic possibility might be forged from such a
culture?
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